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Appendix!
LffiALIZATION AND FAMILY' FAIRNESS -- AN ANALYSIS

I.

AND

THE

On November 6, 1986, President Reagan signed the Imnigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) into law.
This legislation, the llOst

canprehensive reform of our Imnigration laws since 1952, makes great
strides to control illegal :imnigration while preserving our heritage of
legal :imnigration.
While the there of this legislation is focused on gaining control of our
borders and eliminating the illegal alien problem through finn vet fair
enforcerrent, it also reflects the nation' s concerns for' aliens Who have
been long-time illegal residents of the united States.
This is accanplished through a generous legalization program that is
based on the same concepts of fairness that underlie the lawful
inmigration system. Both paths offer an orderly transition to permanent
residence for those who have established their eligibility and provide an
opportunity for family rrercl:lers to :imnigrate under a process that does not
reward people who have circumvented the law by entering illegally.
Imnigration by close relatives of permanent residents and citizens of the
United States fonns the core of a lawful system centered on the
reunification of families; the overwhelming majority of sore six hundred
thousand people who inmigrate each year are such inrrediate family
mEmbers.
By 'legalizing their status" aliens who have been in this
country since 1982 gain access to our family-oriented inmigration policy,
and ensure that their spouses and children may enter lawfully.
II.

CONCEPl' OF LffiALIZATION UNDER IRCA
!RCA is an enforcerrent law; its primary purpose is to stop illegal
inmigration.
The legalization program is one part of a package that
includes enployer sanctions, enhanced border enforcerrent, the Systematic
Alien Verification for Entitlerrents (SAVE) program, and a provision for
remoVal of criminal aliens.

Legalization was the balance-a one-tllre program to legalize certain
aliens, even though they were illegal, and allow them to becane part of
the 1Irnerican mainstream.
This delicate balance was achieved through a
statute that was carefully constructed to make passage of the bill
possible. Even as crafted, legalization was still so controversial that
the margin in favor of the provision in the House of Representatives W<!'s
only seven votes.
The Congress accanplished the legalization balance by lintiting the
program to aliens with substantial equities in the United States. It did
not intend to place all illegal aliens within a legal status. January 1,
1982, was set as the eligibility date for legalization, thus setting
forth clear boundaries for establishing ties to this country.
Those
illegal aliens who arrived in the United States after January 1, 1982,
remain illegal and are subject to deportation.
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'!his Congressional intent as it applies to each alien is evidence in the
plain meaning of the statute. This intent is further magnified by the
legislative history of the bill, including the House Report, the State
Report, the Conference Report, and the Congressional floor debates
.(1986). There is nothing in these documents that would indicate Congress
wanted to provide lmnigration benefits to others who didn't meet the
basic criteria, including families of legalized aliens. To the contrary,
the Senate Judiciary Ccmnittee stated in its report that:
It is the intent of the Ccmnittee that the families of legalized
aliens will obtain no special petitioning right bv virtue of the
legalization. They will be required to "wait in line" in the same
manner as imrediate family members of other new resident aliens. S.
Rep. No. 99-131, 99th Cong., I Sess. 343 (1985).
With the legislative history so clear, the authority of the Attornev
General to grant resident status must elct:end only to aliens who qualify
on the merits of their own case, and not through a broad, extralegal
derivative basis.
III.

HCM LEGALIZATIOO lIAS IIURKED

In the six nonths allowed to prepare for implementation of the program,
the INS engaged in an unprecedented action which opened the full
regulatory process to the public.
Ccmrents were solicited at the
earl~e.st stage, and the thousands of responses were qu:efully considered
in ·developing the final product.
Meanwhile, INS· undertook an
implel'lentation effort never matched in the agency's history. By May 5,
1987,'>one hundred and seven (107) new offices were opened with 2,000
people hired to. staff these offices; a major autanated data system was
developed and installed; the public infonnation canpaigriwas begun; and
training was provided to all that were to work in the legalization
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.As of October 16, 1987, roughly 5 1/2 nonths after opening, we have

accepted over 865,000 applications. Over 85% of these applications were
filed directly with the INS, indicating that there is no "fear factor" the alien popllation that has c::ate foxward exhibits trust in the
Imnigration Service. With this participation rate already doubling the
results of all other legalization programs throughout the world in
rnodem-day history, expectations are that 2 million illegal aliens will
be processed by May 4, 1988.
IV.

HCM LEGALIZATIOO SUPPORTS THE DUAL THEMES OF LEG1\L :M1IGRATIOO AND
FAMILY UNIFICATIOO

Through the legalization program made possible by IRCA, several million
people will be able to shift fran an illegal to a legal status. They
will be able to c::ate "out of the shadcMs", bec::ate full active
participants in our society, and eventually bec::ate United States
citizens. Many of these millions are in family units which have filed as
a unit and have been found eligible for legaiization. Many parents of
United States citizen children have qualified on the merits of their 0\VIl
cases under IRCA.
The INS is exercising the Attorney General's discretion by allowing minor
children to remain in the United States even though they do not qualify
on their own, but whose parents (or single pan-.nt in the case of divorce
or death of spouse) have qualified under the provisions of IRCA. The
same discretion is to be exercised as well in other cases which have
specific humanitarian considerations.
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Many family rrembers who would have othexwise been judged ineligible for
legalization may now qualify due to recent policy decisions. Applicants
who resided illegally in the United States prior to January 1, 1982, but
who subsequently departed and then used legal nonimnigrant documents to
re-enter the United States to resune their illegal residence, are now
oonsidered eligible for legalization benefits with the filing of a waiver
to overcome the fraud at entry.
Upon being approved for permanent. resident status, the legalized alien
will be eligible to bring in imrediate relatives under the =ent
provisions of the Inmigration and Nationality Act. Therefore, families
of legalized aliens will be unified in the sarre manner as other inmigrant
families who have been waiting outside of the United States.
(See the
following chart for c::arparisons) •

Legal Immigration
.1.

Married oouple with wife in U.S. and husband in foreign oountry

2.

Lawful resident wife files petition for husband

3.

Petition approved;
preference system

4.

Husbandmust wait for visa; cannot wait in U.S.

5.

If husband eanes to U.S. illegally, he is subject to deportation
if routinely enoountered

6.

Husband must return to hare oountry to Obtain visa when it is
available

husband

gains

right

to

inmigrate

under

Legalization

v.

1.

Married oouple apply for legalization

2.

Wife approved; husband denied

3.

No effort to deport husband based on legalization application

4.

Later INS contact (Le., at place of work)
deportation proceedings against husband

5.

Wife gains permanent resident status; files petition for husband

6.

See steps 3 - 6 under Legal Immigration

oould result in

FAMILY FAIRNESS

Congress, as well as the INS, recognized that there is a basic issue of
fairness involved in the enact:ment of IOCA.
Fairness dictates that
illegal alien family rrembers of persons eligible for legalization not be
treated rrore favorably than the family rrembers of legal permanent
residents who may have to wait years to care to the United States due to
the backlog of a demand for visas. To grant a derivative legalization
benefit to unqualified aliens who are merely related to a qualified
applicant would be unfair when put in this oontext. Such a break fran
fairness and tradition would also act as a magnet for others to enter the
United States in an illegal manner, marry a qualified legalization
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applicant, and attempt to gain benefits. This would create a second
legalization program ocntrazy to the intent of Congress and upset the
delicate balance of IRCA.
/

Legalization is a unique act.
Basic equitY between those legal
imnigrants ..no patiently wait in foreign countries for legal visas and
those ..no entered illegally, but have contributed to America and are
being forgiven, should be maintained.HcMever, unqualified family
members will be in no worse a position than they were prior to the
enactlrent of IRCA. In fact, as noted above, it is to the benefit of the
unqualified to have their eligible relative apply for legalization in
that it may qualify them in the future for permanent residence.
VI.

UNFOONIJED BELIEF THAT UNLESS LEGlILIZATIOO lAW BE EXPANDED, FAMILIFS WILL
BE J3ROI(];N UP
As previously noted, legalization allows many families to stay in this

country legally. Without legalization, individuals..no are in the United
States i11egally have- no right to any benefits of the imnigration law and
may not petition for relatives.
To the extent that there is a family separation, the separation was
usually acc:ct1plished by the alien ..no left his or her family behind in
the hare ocuntry to seek an illegal life in the United States. If the
family is separated because of legalization and decides not to wait for a

legal means to bring the family unit together again in the United States,
the option is always available for the family unit to return to the hare
country.
VII.

INS PRCCEDllRES TO lIl\NDLE FAMILY FAIRNESS ISSUES

Under the law no information fran the legalization application wi11 be
used against any applicant or their family.
Once family members are
recorded on the application, there cannot be subsequent mxlifications.
Thus it is in the ineligible alien's best interest to be recorded as a
family member now.
The confidentiality factor of the application, ..nich Congress included
the legislation, prevents INS fran taking any action as a result
infonration provided in the application. The only \<ay family members
a legalization applicant would care under deportation proceedings is
they are apprehended during a routine INS operation at a workplace.

in
of
of
if

INS district directors may exercise the Attorney General's authority to
indefinitely defer deportation of anyone for specific humanitarian
reasons.
They will continue to examine any case that involves an
:imnediate relative of a successful legalization applicant. The district
directors are instructed to review a11 evidence su1::mitted, make a
recanrended finding, and make available all such cases for review and
concurrence. This unusual step is being taken to ensure the consistency
of decisions throughout the Service.
Guidelines for INS officials regarding the basis for issuing voluntary
departure are as follows:
1.

Voluntary departure shall genera11y not be granted to the ineligible
spouses of legalized aliens ..nose only claim to such discretionazy
relief is by virtue of the marriage itself. Likewise, such relief is
not available to the ineligible parents of either legalized
applicants or United States citizen children.
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IX.

2.

Instead, certain ccnpelling or htnranitarian factors must exist in
addition to the family relationship ~d hardships caused by
separation.

3.

In general, indefinite voluntary departure shall be granted to
urnnarried children under the age of eighteen (18) years who can
establish that they were in an unlawful status prior to November 6,
1986. Such children should be residing with their parents and the
granting of voluntary departure should be conditioned on the fact
that both parents (or, in the case of a single parent household, the
parent the child lives with) have achieved lawful ~rary resident
status.

CONCLUSICN

The United States is now nearly half way through the largest program in
w:>rld history to allow many illegal aliens to becane legal. Legalization
is a balance to enforcement efforts to deter and control illJl9l"a"'"l______~_ _~
:imnigration through border enforcement, job market and entitlarent
enforcement to deny jobs and entitlarents to illegal aliens and stronger
efforts against criminal aliens.
By May 1988, the United States will
legalize an estimated 2 million people, five times those legalized by all
other countries in the w:>rld.
Many of these 2 million being legalized are families.
Additional
exercise of the Attorney General's discretion by INS assures that minor
children living with their parents will be covered. Spcuse not directly
eligible for legalization will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. and
can be granted pennission to remain if special htnranitarian factors are
present. Other ineligible spcuses of legalized aliens are placed in the
exact· same pcsition as spcuses of legal· :imnigrants - they canbecane
legal residents through the petition process.
Therefore, legalization itself is the IlOst significant effort of the
Congress and the Administration to pursue the goal of U.S. :imnigration
OUt of fairness to our legal system, to
laws - family unification.
legal :imnigrants waiting patiently in line, and to adhere to
Congressional intent, there is no basis to "blanket in" all ineligible
spouses. They, like all J\merican :imnigrants, must follow the laws and
fundamental principles of fairness.
It is extre!l!6ly inportant, however, that persons who believe they are
eligible for legalization apply because of the unique protection the law
offers through the confidentiality provision. They should appear at an
INS Legalization Office or pursue their case through a church or other
organization (\)lalified Designated Entity) whether or not other family
members qualify, in order to ensure that their family situation is
resolved through the lawful :imnigration process.

~t.~

Alan C. Nelson
Carmissioner
U.S. Immigration & Naturalization Service
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